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Linotype updates a classic

Sabon Next – new life for an old font

Bad Homburg, October 2nd, 2002 – The Frenchman Jacob Sabon is credited

with having paved the way for the classic Garamond typeface in Germany.

The name 'Sabon' was therefore well chosen for the font Jan Tschichold

developed based on Garamond. 35 years after its launch in 1967 Linotype

Library commissioned prize-winning font designer Jean-François Porchez

to bring Sabon in line with the requirements of today´s technology. The

result – Sabon Next – is a fitting tribute to the creator of Sabon. This

redesigned font is now available from Linotype Library.

Redesigning a redesign is a particular challenge for any designer. For Jean-François

Porchez, born in 1964 and now teaching type design at ENSAD in Paris, this is

doubly true in the case of Sabon Next. He wanted to both keep the original intention

of Jan Tschichold, by using the existing letter shapes, but also overcome certain

limitations of the font associated with the typesetting techniques common at the

time it was created. Originally Sabon had been designed in such a way that no

differences in results were evident whether using Monotype and Linotype hot metal

composition or hand-set type.

In creating Sabon Next in today´s digital age, Porchez did not have to make the

compromises that technological limitations had imposed upon Tshichold. For

example, the different set width of the two hot metal systems caused certain light

lower-case letters to be too wide, a problem that also affected all of the italic style.

The lack of an opportunity for kerning in Linotype hot metal composition created

further restrictions. As his starting point, Jean-François Porchez therefore decided to

use the version Tschichold had developed in type sizes 14 and above, only for hand-

set type. This brought him nearer to an authentic interpretation of Garamond.

In the course of his research, Porchez discovered another source of inspiration for

Sabon: Jan Tschichold had clearly been influenced not only by the famous Egenolff-

Berner specimen sheet with Garamond antiqua and Granjon´s italic, the typefaces

that as matrices Jacob Sabon had brought to Frankfurt in the 1560s: certain

similarities also pointed to him having used a typeface by Guillaume Le Bé. Porchez

had therefore uncovered the sources of the original Sabon and he then took these as

his starting point in the development of Sabon Next.
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Following a complete revision of the light and italic styles, using the version for

hand-set type as a base, Porchez carefully adjusted the vertical proportions to the

existing digital Sabon. In this way he achieved precisely the same x height,

somewhat smaller capital letters and a width saving of around 20 percent. To fit in

with present-day needs, the new font family had to be expanded. Several weights

were designed, right through to black. Small caps are available in most of the

weights, and old style figures are also included in the font family. A pi font contains

superscript characters, numerals for use in fractions and various ligatures. Three

different versions of the euro symbol round off this newly designed font that brings

the grand tradition of Garamond typefaces into the modern digital age. The 47 styles

of Sabon Next cost 995.69 euros plus tax and shipping.

If you would like further information, please contact:

Linotype Library GmbH
Du-Pont-Straße 1
D-61352 Bad Homburg
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72 – 484 – 24 60
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72 – 484 – 429
E-mail: info@linotype.com

Further information, plus examples of applications for fonts can be found on the

internet, at      www.linotype.com     .

If you would like a demo CD for trying out some of the fonts, just let us know.

Linotype Library GmbH, a member of the Heidelberg Group, was founded 115 years ago. Its
headquarters are in Bad Homburg, Germany. Based on this long tradition Linotype Library
develops state-of-the-art font technology, and today offers more than 5,500 original fonts,
covering the whole typographic spectrum from antique to modern, from east to west, and from
classical to experimental. Linotype FontExplorer, a specially developed browser and navigation
system, supports rapid font selection. All fonts are available on CD in PostScript and TrueType,
and can also be ordered online for instant download at      www.linotype.com     .

In addition to supplying digital fonts, Linotype Library also offers comprehensive and individual
consultation and support services for font applications in worldwide (corporate)
communications.


